
Sub Plans for Joe Frey 
1/20/2022—Thursday 
 
 
STEAM 1:  (1:39-2:25pm) 
1.  Attendance 
 Roster and seating chart is on desk. 
 Write absences on post-it note, send a student to the office with it. 
 
2.  3 groups still need to go on the previous task (designing the perfect backpack).  Tell them we 
will have them go on Friday (I want to be there for that).  Those groups are: 

• David & Ja Ja 
• Garrett 
• Fernando 

 
3.  Students have new seats/groupings for the next task. 

• They are to create a new “revolutionary idea” that would be an item that might sell. 
• Show “Hot Dog Toaster”. 
• YouTube Video:  10 NEW Amazon Products you NEED Under $20 

o Show this on the east TV (right side of room)—it is called “SaunaATV” 
 
4. With their table partner, students will now start brainstorming a new “revolutionary idea”. 

• Identify something that you think there is a need for/improvement on an existing product. 
• Doesn’t need to be highly technical or overly expensive—think about some of the 

examples we saw in the video; those are things ANYBODY could have come up with. 
• Students will end up needing: 

o a name for their product 
o a logo 
o visuals and descriptions of key features of their product (once again, what will 

separate their product from other products?  Why should I buy THIS product?). 
o will create a magazine-type layout (we did an iMovie pitch/advertisement on the 

last task—this time they are creating something that would be like a layout you 
would see in a magazine or a full-page newspaper ad). 

• They will be turning in the planning they get done today into Schoology at the end of 
class. 
 

5.  At 2:21, have them load into Schoology what they have gotten done so far. 
 It is called “Project 2 Planning” 
 
6.  At 2:23, students clear off their desk tops, one person from their table gets a paper towel, you 
go around and spray the desks. 
  



STEAM 2:  (2:29-3:20pm) 
1.  Attendance 
 Roster is on desk. 
 Write absences on post-it note, send a student to the office with it. 
 
2.  This will be a really small class, as about half of them will be gone for basketball (and it is a 
small group anyways!).  This is a great group.   
 
3.  They are working on finishing websites.   

• They have laptops (we call them “two-handed table tops”).   
• They will be working on wix.com just working on their websites. 
• Tell them if they have any questions to email me and I will try to answer those questions 

tonight (because I will also miss on Thursday due to a road basketball game). 
 
Remind them that we will be presenting our websites on Friday 

• The only two people done so far are both in basketball, but if anyone else finishes, tell 
them to hit “Publish”, take a picture with their iPad of their website address, and then 
submit that picture to Schoology—it is called “Pic of Website Address”. 

 
4.  At 3:15pm, have them put up the computers.  They don’t have to wipe tables, but they do 
have to stack all the chairs. 

• At around 3:18 or so, Mrs. Fanning will do the afternoon announcements, and then 
dismiss by grade. 

• Don’t let students leave or stand in the hall until they are dismissed by Mrs, Fanning. 
o This is an 8th grade class, so if she dismisses 8th grade, or says “East Wing” or 

“Science Wing”, that is us! 
 
 


